About ProofInUse Research and Development team, to address both the scientific and the technological challenges presented above. It is expected that the engineer contributes both to advancing the academic knowledge in ProofInUse context and to the transfer of this knowledge into the software products distributed by AdaCore and TrustInSoft.

The job is directly funded by the Joint Laboratory « ProofInUse » (https://www.adacore.com/proofinuse). The objective of ProofInUse is to provide verification tools, based on mathematical proof, to industry users. These tools would be aimed at replacing or complementing the existing test activities, whilst reducing costs. ProofInUse originates from the sharing of resources and knowledge between the Inria team Toccata specializing in techniques for program proofs and the SME AdaCore (https://www.adacore.com), a software publisher, specializing in providing software development tools for critical software technology. A previous successful collaboration between Toccata and AdaCore enabled Toccata’s Why3 technology, to be put into the heart of the AdaCore-developed SPARK technology. The SME TrustInSoft (https://trust-in-soft.com/), specialized in advanced static analysis techniques for safety and security of C/C++ critical source code, recently joined the ProofInUse Laboratory.

The purpose of ProofInUse is to increase significantly the number of customers of the TrustInSoft Analyzer technology, by popularizing the use of formal proof techniques. This popularization requires the resolution of several scientific and technological challenges. A first axis of work is to design and implement a new plug-in for deductive verification in the TrustInSoft Analyzer, making use of the Why3 intermediate (https://why3.irm.lri.fr/) tool for verification condition generation, along the guidelines and design choices previously adopted for SPARK, that include strong restrictions on the analyzed code regarding the possibility of aliasing in data structures. This new plug-in must support new techniques for analyzing bit-level and floating-point codes, as well as new facilities for providing counterexamples when proofs fail. A second axis of work is to leverage the former non-aliasing restrictions, via an alias analysis based on a Rust-style sharing control and borrowing. A third axis is to actively participate to the development of a formally proved C/C++ software library.

The job will take place both on Toccata's lab site in building 650 of University Paris-Sud in Orsay, and at TrustInSoft’s site in Paris. Travel expenses are covered within the limits of the scale in force.

### Assignment

The recruited engineer will work in close collaboration with the ProofInUse Research and Development team, to address both the scientific and the technological challenges presented above. It is expected that the engineer contributes both to advancing the academic knowledge in ProofInUse context and to the transfer of this knowledge into the software products distributed by AdaCore and TrustInSoft.

### Context

The job is directly funded by the Joint Laboratory « ProofInUse » (https://www.adacore.com/proofinuse). The objective of ProofInUse is to provide verification tools, based on mathematical proof, to industry users. These tools would be aimed at replacing or complementing the existing test activities, whilst reducing costs. ProofInUse originates from the sharing of resources and knowledge between the Inria team Toccata specializing in techniques for program proofs and the SME AdaCore (https://www.adacore.com), a software publisher, specializing in providing software development tools for critical software technology. A previous successful collaboration between Toccata and AdaCore enabled Toccata’s Why3 technology, to be put into the heart of the AdaCore-developed SPARK technology. The SME TrustInSoft (https://trust-in-soft.com/), specialized in advanced static analysis techniques for safety and security of C/C++ critical source code, recently joined the ProofInUse Laboratory.

The purpose of ProofInUse is to increase significantly the number of customers of the TrustInSoft Analyzer technology, by popularizing the use of formal proof techniques. This popularization requires the resolution of several scientific and technological challenges. A first axis of work is to design and implement a new plug-in for deductive verification in the TrustInSoft Analyzer, making use of the Why3 intermediate (https://why3.irm.lri.fr/) tool for verification condition generation, along the guidelines and design choices previously adopted for SPARK, that include strong restrictions on the analyzed code regarding the possibility of aliasing in data structures. This new plug-in must support new techniques for analyzing bit-level and floating-point codes, as well as new facilities for providing counterexamples when proofs fail. A second axis of work is to leverage the former non-aliasing restrictions, via an alias analysis based on a Rust-style sharing control and borrowing. A third axis is to actively participate to the development of a formally proved C/C++ software library.

The job will take place both on Toccata's lab site in building 650 of University Paris-Sud in Orsay, and at TrustInSoft’s site in Paris. Travel expenses are covered within the limits of the scale in force.

### Assignment

The recruited engineer will work in close collaboration with the ProofInUse Research and Development team, to address both the scientific and the technological challenges presented above. It is expected that the engineer contributes both to advancing the academic knowledge in ProofInUse context and to the transfer of this knowledge into the software products distributed by AdaCore and TrustInSoft.

---

**About trust-in-soft**

TrustInSoft (https://trust-in-soft.com/) is a software publisher, specializing in advanced software development tools for critical software technology. TrustInSoft focuses on the development of tools and solutions for safety-critical systems, with a focus on formal methods and static analysis. The company works closely with industrial partners to provide state-of-the-art tools for verifying and certifying software systems.

---

**Conditions for application**

- **Defence Security:**
  - This position is likely to be situated in a restricted area (ZRR), as defined in Decree No. 2011-1425 relating to the protection of national scientific and technical potential (PPST). Authorisation to enter an area is granted by the director of the unit, following a favourable Ministerial decision, as defined in the decree of 3 July 2012 relating to the PPST. An unfavourable Ministerial decision in respect of a position situated in a ZRR would result in the cancellation of the appointment.

- **Recruitment Policy:**
  - As part of its diversity policy, all Inria positions are accessible to people with disabilities.

---

**Warning:** you must enter your e-mail address in order to save your application to Inria. Applications must be submitted online on the Inria website. Processing of applications sent from other channels is not guaranteed.
Main activities
The engineer will participate actively to the production of scientific publications, and to the software development of the Why3 tool and the TrustInSoft Analyzer.

Skills
We expect from the candidate some experience with Formal Methods for Software Engineering in a broad sense, typically the candidate should have defended a PhD in the domain of Formal Methods. More specifically, a plus would be some experience in formal logic and proof techniques, in automated deduction, in Satisfiability Modulo Theory solvers, in Model Checking or in Abstract Interpretation techniques.

The candidate should have a fair experience in software development, a plus would be the knowledge of functional programming, and the knowledge of the programming languages Ocaml, C/C++ and Rust.

The candidate should be able to write and speak in English fluently.

Benefits package
- Subsidised catering service
- Partially-reimbursed public transport
- Social security
- Paid leave
- Flexible working hours
- Sports facilities

Remuneration
Salary in regard to diplomas and professional experiences.